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The creation during the fourteenth century of the celebrated fan-shaped square at 

Siena, the Campo, marks the beginning of coherent town planning along aesthetic 

lines, perhaps for the first time since antiquity.  Established by municipal 

ordinances of 1298 which governed the size and style of houses, the Campo is 

dominated by the Palazzo Pubblico (1298-1348), over which soars the Torre della 

Mangia, tallest of all the municipal towers in Italy.  Inside this magnificent seat of 

local government is a complex network of council chambers, offices, and living 

quarters, many frescoed by the leading artists of the day, including Simone Martini, 

Ambrogio Lorenzetti and Spinello Aretino.  



The Palio is Tuscany’s most celebrated festival and takes place on July 2 and August 

16 each year in the Campo.  It is a bareback horse race and was first recorded in 

1283, but may have had its origins in Roman military training.  The jockeys 

represent the 17 contrade or districts; the horses are chosen by the drawing of 

straws and are then blessed at the local contrada churches.  The races are preceded 

by heaving betting and pageantry, but only last about 90 seconds each. The winner 

is awarded a palio (banner). 



The Palazzo Pubblico is similar to the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence.  Both have 

crenellations (a series of openings along the top of a wall, or battlement) which 

“reinforce the castlelike, defensive character of the building.” Siena was a proud 

city-state that was on the Via Francigena between France and Rome, benefiting 

from the trade that transpired. 



The bell tower to the left of the Palazzo 

Pubblico is the second highest in Italy, at 102 

m (330 ft).  Built by the brothers Muccio and 

Francesco di Rinaldo between 1338-48, it is 

named after the first bell ringer, who was 

nicknamed Mangiaguadagni (literally “eat 

the profits”) because of his great idleness. (It 

was the bell ringer’s responsibility to toll the 

nightly curfew and warn the citizens of 

impending danger.) There are 505 steps to 

the top of the tower, which has views across 

Tuscany.  

 

The Palazzo Pubblico still serves as the town 

hall, but the medieval state rooms are open 

to the public.  The main council chamber is 

called the Sala del Mappamondo, named 

after a map of the world painted by 

Ambrogio Lorenzetti in the early 14th 

century.  One wall is covered by the Maesta 

(Virgin in Majesty) by Simone Martini, a 

prominent artist of the Siena school.  





Duccio, the most famous Sienese 

artist of the fourteenth century 

may have first made a name for 

himself in Florence. The earliest 

recorded work by Duccio, an artist 

who is often called the father of 

Sienese painting, was 

commissioned for the church of 

Santa Maria Novella in Florence.   

 

The Santa Maria Novella 

altarpiece must have won Duccio 

fame in his own city of Siena, for 

he soon became a favorite painter 

of the commune. In 1308, he was 

asked to create a massive painting 

for the main altar in the middle of 

the Cathedral. The front of the 

altarpiece depicted the Madonna 

and Child sitting on a throne and 

surrounded by saints and angels, a 

subject known in Italian as a 

Maestà.  

Duccio di Buoninsegna. Maesta Altarpiece, 

1308-1311, tempera and gold on wood 





Originally, the main scene was at the 

center of a set of stories and figures, all 

united in an elaborate wooden 

structure of frames covered in gold leaf. 

The back of the altarpiece was painted 

with a series of scenes from the life of 

Christ. Unfortunately, these panels are 

now dispersed in many museums. In 

these panels, Duccio demonstrated his 

unsurpassed skills of visual 

storytelling, capturing the imagination 

of contemporary viewers with his vivid 

depictions of the gospel stories that 

were so central to the faith of Siena and 

its visitors. 



The Sala della Pace contains the famous Allegory of Good and Bad Government, a 

pair of allegorical frescoes by Ambrogio Lorenzetti, finished in 1338.  They form one 

of the most important series of secular paintings from the Middle Ages. The 

allegorical theme chosen for the walls was the contrast between the effects of good 

and bad government on people’s lives.  For the Allegory of Good Government in the 

City, and in tribute to his patrons, Ambrogio created an idealized but recognizable 

portrait of Siena and its immediate environs.  The cathedral dome and the 

distinctive striped campanile are visible in the upper left-hand corner.  



Siena Cathedral. Siena, Italy, 1215-1263 

 

Siena's Duomo was built between 1215 and 1263 and designed in part by Gothic 

master Nicola Pisano. His son, Giovanni, drew up the plans for the lower half of the 

facade, begun in 1285. The facade's upper half was added in the 14th century. 

The 14th century was a time of great wealth and power for Siena, and plans were 

made to expand the cathedral into a great church that would dwarf even St. Peter's in 

Rome. The already-large Duomo would form just the transept of this huge cathedral. 



The Duomo's unique black-and-white striped campanile dates from 1313, but reflects 

the Romanesque style. The tall, square belltower has increasing numbers of round-

headed arcades with each level and culminates in a pyramid-shaped roof. The west 

facade was begun in 1285 with Giovanni Pisano as the master architect. He completed 

the lower level by 1297, at which time he abruptly left Siena over creative differences 

with the Opera del Duomo. Camaino di Crescentino took over from 1299 until 1317, 

when the Opera ordered all work to focus on the east end of the cathedral. Attention 

finally returned to the facade in 1376, with a new design inspired by the newly built 

facade of Orvieto Cathedral. 



The state of the wolf suckling Romulus and Remus, the legendary founders of Rome, 

perched above the portal of the gateway identifies it as Siena’s Porta Romana.  An allegory 

of Security as a woman clad only in a wisp of transparent drapery hovers outside the gate, 

a scroll in one hand and a miniature gallows complete with a hanged man in the other.  

The scroll bids those entering the city to come in peace, and the gallows is a reminder of 

the consequences of not doing so.  



Ambrogio’s achievement in this fresco 

was twofold.  First, he maintained an 

overall visual coherence despite the 

shifts in vantage point and scale that 

help keep all parts of the flowing 

composition intelligible.   

 

Second, he created a feeling of 

natural scale in the relationship 

between figures and environment.  

From the women dancing to a 

tambourine outside a shoemaker’s 

shop to the contented peasants 

tending fertile fields and lush 

vineyards, the work conveys a 

powerful vision of an orderly society, 

of peace and plenty at this particular 

time and place.   

 

Sadly, famine, poverty, and disease 

overcame Siena just a few years after 

this work was completed. 



At the left, figures dance in the street, business is conducted in the storefronts, a class is in 

progress in a schoolroom, and builders are at work on the rooftops.  The skyline of the 

commune is packed with architecture, and builders are engaged in construction.  There is 

also bustling trade between the city and the country in times of peace, which leads to the 

economic prosperity that encourages patronage of the arts. 







Merchants bring their wares from the country to sell in the city, while a hunting party 

leaves by the city’s gate.  Juxtaposed with the densely populated and built-up town is 

open country- the first expansive painting of a landscape since antiquity.  Neatly 

plowed fields typical of Tuscany extend as far as the eye can see- another product of 

the peacetime economy.  They exemplify Ambrogio’s use of naturalism in the service 

of political allegory. 



In the Effects of Bad Government building activity has ceased, and the rooftops are 

bare.  The shops are empty.  Despite the damage to the fresco, it is still possible to 

make out soldiers manhandling one woman (in orange) and choking another.  In 

contrast to the hunting party exiting the city in the Effects of Good Government, a 

group of soldiers rides out into the countryside.  Flying over the battlements of the 

unjustly governed city at the far left and gazing on the destroyed landscape is Fear, a 

ragged woman in dark gray brandishing a sword. 





Siena was ruled by a council known as the 

Nove- the Nine.  Representing the wealthy 

merchant class, they maintained a relatively 

secure grip on power until 1335.  This was a 

period of prosperity, which encouraged 

extensive artistic patronage.  To a large 

degree, Siena attempted to rival Florence in 

the arts as well as in economics and politics.  

The two main sources of patronage in the 

city, the Palazzo Pubblico and the cathedral, 

reflected the interdependence of politics and 

religion and the efforts of both to use the arts 

to enhance their respective images .  

 

The Sala della Nove was the chamber in 

which the Nine convened.  Because of their 

location, the frescoes could be seen as a 

mirror of the rulers’ political philosophy.  As 

a secular image extolling republicanism, 

Ambrogio’s scenes correspond to the will of 

the Virgin in Simone’s Maesta. They are a 

visual testimony to the good government of 

Siena and to the Nine’s repudiation of the 

evils of tyranny.  



Personifications of justice, wisdom, peace, the Christian virtues and the Sienese 

commune itself, holding a shield with an image of the Virgin and Child, are painted 

on the third wall, facing that with windows opening on to the real landscape. In the 

Allegory of Good Government, the allegorical figure of Justice looks up to the 

allegorical figure of Wisdom. A number of figures at the bottom of the fresco hold a 

cord that is handed to them from an allegorical figure of Concordia. The cord then 

rises and is held by the large personification of the Good Commune. Under the 

cushions that Peace reclines on is a collection of black armor.  





In the Allegory of Bad Government the tyrant the captive figure of Justice lays 

bound, while the figures of Cruelty, Deceit, Fraud, Fury, Division, and War flank 

him, and above him float the figures of Avarice, Pride, and Vainglory. These figures, 

according to an advice book for city magistrates of the time, were considered to be 

the “leading enemies of human life”. The planets of Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars 

preside over this scene, as they were the less favorable planets; also included are 

tyrannical figures such as the Roman Emperor Nero.  





The frontal personification of Bad Government, identified by an inscription as 

Tyranny, is enthroned in a fortress reminiscent of Giotto’s Injustice.  Tyranny’s 

distorted, satanic physiognomy- fangs, crossed eyes, and horns- reflects the 

perversion inherent in tyrannical rule.  The black goat at his feet alludes to 

Christ’s separation of the faithful sheep from the heretic goats in the Gospel of 

Matthew. Seated at his right are Cruelty (holding an infant strangled by a snake), 

Treason (a combination of a lamb and a scorpion), and Fraud (with a cudgel, bat 

wings, and clawed feet); Frenzy (the agitated black centaur with a wolf’s head), 

Discord (who saws herself in two), and War (clad in armor) are to his left.  
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